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1. Introduction

Powder methods of preparing microspherical fuel kernels can be

used in the production of fuel elements for high-temperature gas-

cooled reactors (HTGR).

These methods are advantageous because of their simplicity as

they do not require the construction of complex equipment and the

granule production process is easily controllable.

This report is concerned with some characteristic properties

of the preparation of fuel kernels using the mechanical spheroidiza-

ti on method.

2. An outline of the process of preparing fuel kernels

The procedure of preparing fuel kernels by the mechanical

spheroidization method involves the following main steps:

- the preparation of a plasticized mass;

- granulation;

- granulate spheroidization;

- thermal treatment;

- fuel kernel inspection.

The preparation of a plasticized mass consists in mixing the

initial powder with a necessary amount of a binder.

The granulation of the plasticized mass is performed in a screw

granulator.

The granulate spheroidization is achieved in a planetary-type

device. 18



The thermal treatment of spheroidized particles is carried out in

vacuum furnaces.

The prepared microspheres are controlled for the following

main parameters: density, size, chemical composition, structure.

3. Some characteristic properties of the method

3.1 Preparation of a plasticized mass and granulation

The initial materials for preparing the plasticized mass were

uranium dioxide as supplied commercially and a paraffin-base binder

with additions of surfactants. The initial components were melted

in crucibles until the temperature of plasticizer melting was reached

The subsequent homogenization of the plasticized mass is obtained

by processing it repeatedly in a granulator with orifices of the

required diameter. After this procedure the plasticized mass was

ready for producing dimensional billets.

The principle of granulator operation resides in extrusion of

the plasticized mass through the orifices of the given diameter with

simultaneous cutting the extruded material into dimensional billets.

The extrusion force and, hence, the rate of the mass outflow depend

on the rate of screw conveyer rotation and the quantity of the plas-

ticized mass supplied to the granulator.

To provide the required dimensions of fuel kernels (0.4-0.65mm)

for a HTGR, the optimum range of granulate dimensions should be

within 0.6 - 0.9 mm.

Depending on the specific design of the granulator, the yield

of appropriate granulate varies from 93*2% to 98.6%.

3.2 Spheroidization of dimensional billets

The spheroidization of dimensional billets results from rolling

the billets at given parameters of the spheroidizator plate and pan

rotation. The dimensions of the obtained particles depend on the
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conditions of preparing the dimensional billets and the time of

spheroidization. The latter determines also the degree of particle

nonsphericity. The effect of the spheroidization time on particle

sphericity was studied with specially prepared one-dimensional

billets, 1 mm in diameter and 1 mm high. As it is seen from fig.1,

the particle nonsphericity (the ratio of larger to smaller diameter)

decreases rapidly with the spheroidization time reaching a constant

value around 1.02 for approximately one hour of spheroidization.

This nonsphericity value is below the value admissible for a HTGR.

As the time of spheroidization increases, the particles grow

larger and the range of their dimensions shifts towards larger

values (fig. 2). In view of these two factors the spheroidization

time value 1.5-2 hours was chosen as optimum.

The maximum yield of the particles of the necessary fraction

0.6 - 0.9 mm makes 39 or 40?S for one- and three-thread screw con-

veyers, respectively. The particles that did not fit this dimen-

sional range were treated again. The yield of the appropriate prod-

uct can be estimated by using a system: one granulator - one sphero-

idizator pan. For a 100-150 g charge of the granulate in a pan and

the spheroidization time of 2 hours, the yield of spherical par-

ticles is appreciated to be 40 - 75 g/h.

The design of the spheroidizator allows one to roll the par-

ticles simultaneously in several pans. The grajiulator is a compara-

tively simple apparatus providing semi-automatic operation for pre-

paring dimensional billets. Small overall dimensions of the appar-

atus allow one to double the operation of several granulators on

a rather small area.

3.3 Thermal treatment of microspherical fuel kernels

The thermal treatment of microspheres comprises two steps.
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The first step, according to the requirements of cemented carbide

tool production processes 1 , involves the removal of the binder

material. To retain the shape, the microspheres are charged in

a powder of alumina, then the mixture is heated in a vacuum of

about 10~1 torr up to a temperature of 5OO-6OO°C. At the second

step, the microspheres are separated from the alumina powder

and are charged into a rotating container of the vacuum furnace

where the final sintering occurs, the temperature being increased

up to 15OO-16OO°C. In this case the density of microspherical fuel

kernels makes 80-85% TD.

4. Properties of the produced kernels

The size distribution of the sintered microspheres for one of

the batches is shown in fig.3»

It is seen that the major part of the particles has the dimen-

sions ranging from 0.45 to 0.65 mm. The nonsphericity of the sin-

tered microspheres is not above 1.02-1.03.

The microsphere structure shows a uniformly distributed poros-

ity and cracks in the central part formed during sintering (fig.4).

The chemical analysis was used to control the impurity content

which might change in the process of preparation in comparison with

the initial material.

The impurity content value averaged over several batches and

the oxygen coefficient are listed in the table.

Table. Averaged impurity content and the oxygen coefficient

of the kernels

Impurities G Al A12O3 Pe 0/U

Content 0.02-0.04 0.01-0.05 0.14-0.17 0.007-0.01 1.97-20)2

(weight %)
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The TRISO-type coated particles prepared according to the method

described above were used in producing experimental batches for

radiation tests of coated fuel particles and spherical fuel

elements.

The coated fuel particles filled in a heap were irradiated

at a temperature of 1200°C to a burnup of 2.7 - 7.1% FIMA, the

yield of gaseous fission products being within 1.5 - 6.7#10 .

The coated fuel particles constituting a part of spherical

fuel elements were irradiated to a burnup of 8 - 20% PIMA at the

same temperature. In this case the yield of gaseous fission product*

was 2.7 - 8«10"6.

5. Conclusion

Characteristic properties of the preparation of fuel kernels

by the method of mechanical granulation have been studied. The

method is demonstrated to provide a high effectiveness in the pro-

duction of high-quality fuel kernels.
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